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Skin Protection: Practical Applications in the Occupational Setting (Current Problems in Dermatology, Vol. 34)Karger, 2007

	The differential application of skin protection in occupational settings becomes increasingly complex. Due to new scientific results and technological aspects as well as European and US regulations that have to be considered in the context of cosmetics and personal protective equipment, the practical application of skin protection requires...
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An Illustrated Guide to Skin LymphomaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Skin lymphomas are relatively rare. They may arise in the skin itself and as a by-product of HIV infection, or may arise elsewhere as a result of Hodgkin's disease, B cell lymphomas or leukaemia. Whatever the cause, they can easily be overlooked as psoriasis or dermatitis. Diagnosis of skin lymphoma is difficult and making the wrong...
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Cutaneous Lymphomas (Basic and Clinical Dermatology)CRC Press, 2005

	Based on extensive clinical, histological, and experimental studies, this guide serves as an authoritative source of information on the epidemiology, etiology, pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment of cutaneous lymphomas-reflecting the state-of-the-art in the field of cutaneous lymphomas-presented in the context of the brand-new...
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Irritant DermatitisSpringer, 2005

	Irritant dermatitis is a common condition, accounting for a significant proportion of occupational skin disease. The recent advent of non-invasive skin bioengineering technology has accelerated dermatology research in this field. This book comprises an exhaustive reference text on irritant contact dermatitis, covering all aspects of the...
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Drug Therapy in Dermatology (Basic and Clinical Dermatology)CRC Press, 2000

	This systematically organized collection evaluates the effectiveness of prescription drugs and considers complex dermatological conditions that may require multiple approaches, providing guidance for appropriate selection, initiation, and follow-up of drug therapy.

	Covers treatments for psoriasis ranging from coal tar, anthralin, and...
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Laser DermatologySpringer, 2005

	This book represents the most up-to-date description of the state of the art in laser and light source technology. After an initial chapter describing the latest understanding of laser physics and safety, subsequent chapters take up the laser treatment, respectively, of vascular lesions, pigmented lesions and tattoos, unwanted hair, ablative...
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Biologics in General MedicineSpringer, 2007

	This is the first book to cover every angle in the clinical application of biologics. Readers will not only find that all of the biologics currently approved for clinical use are delineated in a standardized way, but also the "differential therapy" with biologics in fields including dermatology and neurology is described in detail...
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Nutritional and Clinical Management of Chronic Conditions and Diseases (Vol 2)CRC Press, 2005

	Nutritional status is recognized as a major determinant in health and disease. Effective treatment of chronic conditions such as obesity or of diseases of the skin requires the integration of clinical and nutritional management. Nutritional and Clinical Management of Chronic Conditions and Diseases, like its predecessor, Nutritional Aspects...
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Fitzpatrick's Dermatology, Ninth Edition, 2-Volume Set (Fitzpatricks Dermatology in General Medicine)McGraw-Hill, 2019

	
		Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,  authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

	
		The acclaimed masterwork of dermatology --- reinvented by an all new editorial team

	...
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Derm Notes: Dermatology Clinical Pocket Guide (Davis's Notes)F. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Rely on this Davis’s Notes title to put the most clinical pertinent information at your fingertips. Packed with full-color photographs and illustrations, it covers the diagnosis and treatment of more than 100 of most common and serious skins disorders that you are likely to encounter in practice.
...
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Handbook of Atopic EczemaSpringer, 2005

	Atopic eczema is one of the most frequent inflammatory skin diseases and its prevalence

	is rising. It presentsmajor problems for patients and physicians as well as for

	researchers all over the world. Few diseases are discussed as heatedly. Atopic eczema

	seems to be in the midst of debates regarding scientificmedicine versus...
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Dermatology Skills for Primary Care: An Illustrated Guide (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2005

	The diagnosis and treatment of common dermatologic problems is a critical area of skill and knowledge for primary care physicians. According to the US Department of 1 Health and Human Services, patients present to their physicians a skin rash as their chief concern for nearly 12 million office visits each year. In 73% of these office visits,...
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